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Become an LDV Bank partner and add Bitcoin 
in to your services portfolio 

 

 

In 2019 LDV Bank reaches out to entrepreneurs looking 

to add a new revenue source to their companies, by 

launching the CryptoSpots network! 

 

 

What is a CryptoSpot? 
A CryptoSpot is a physical location, within an existing business, where people 

can come to buy and sell cryptocurrencies with cash. All locations in the 

CryptoSpots network use the dedicated software provided by LDV Crypto Bank, 

together with the accounting procedures manual and the dedicated manual for 

the personnel operators. 
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What benefits do the LDV Bank partners receive? 
 

The LDV Bank partners that operate a CryptoSpot have only benefits: 

- Retail access to the buy/sell cryptocurrencies platform developed by LDV 

Crypto Bank; 

- Dedicated training performed by the LDV Crypto Bank specialists; 

- Split share of the total turnover processed through the partner location: 

starting at 1% of the total exchanged amounts, the fee can be increased 

depending on the contract parameters; 

- A new revenue sources, by integrating a new business line, in a turn-key 

process; 

- Direct access to support offered by LDV Crypto Bank, for any technical, legal 

or commercial issues or questions; 

- the host business can benefit from a new set of clients, often the 

cryptocurrency buy/sell clients using other services offered by our partners; 

- Downloadable already-designed models for marketing and street advertising; 

- Online advertising on the https://ldvbank.com platform in the CryptoSpots 

section; 

- Fully automated integration with CoinATMRadar.com, thus gaining more 

online exposure and by default more clients in the physical location  
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Who is eligible to become a CryptoSpot by LDV Bank? 
 

Strictly necessary requirements: 

- Legal person (company) registered within the European Union; 

- The company must have as authorised the ISIC code 6499 (Other Financial 

Service Activities, Except Insurance and Pension Funding Activities, Not 

Elsewhere Classified). Official authorization for that code can be obtained after 

initial discussions, but must be obtained before signing the contract; 

- 1 computer with Internet connection + printer 

 

Commercial advantages: 

- Extended working hours, preferably non-stop; 

- Physical location in a commercial area / CBD; 

- Personnel speaking at least one foreign language, especially for tourist-

destination cities or cities close to national borders; 

- Primary activity involving cash – i.e. Exchange office, pawn shop, but also 

stores, Internet Cafes, brokers etc. 
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What is a general workflow with a client in a CryptoSpot? 
 

We filmed a process from start to end to show you exactly what a client 

does in a CryptoSpot. A general operation usually takes 2-3 minutes, like most 

buy/sell operations in any business, so your primary business will not be 

impacted at all. Click the image below to watch the video now: 

 

Or if you can’t open the video by clicking the picture, here is a direct link to the 

video posted online: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzAyznIxKyY 

 

And if we have already convinced you, click the button below!  

I want to become a CryptoSpot! 
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What do I have to do now to become an LDV Bank partner in 

the CryptoSpots network? 
 

To begin, you have to complete an online form in which you describe: 

- your existing business; 

- the location (if you have a network/chain, please describe the main 

location only, for now); 

- and email address; 

- a phone number; 

We will contact you in at most 48 hours for the next steps (contracting and 

training).  
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What would the clients choose the services of a Crypto Spot? 
 

We have compared the cash-to-crypto solution offered in the CryptoSpots 

locations, with other variants of exchanging physical cash to crypto and            

vice-versa, and the conclusions were that at the CryptoSpot it is: 

Simpler 
You don’t need to create any accounts before showing 

up. All you need is cash or crypto. Also, all transactions 

are done by a human operator, so the entire process is 

friendlier and the chances for mistakes fall to 0%; 

Faster 
By working only with cash, we have eliminated the 

waiting times for inter-bank transfers. And when 

compared with ATMs, you don’t have to push the 

money in 1 paper bill at a time, the operator counts it 

fast and safe with the money counting machine. 

Safer 
Surprisingly, crypto fans are and will remain cash 

lovers. CryptoSpots offer a safe environment to bring 

your cash or pick up cash, so you no longer have to 

meet strangers and exchange in shady conditions. 

 

Contact us today and increase your profit by adding 

cryptocurrency exchange services with cash via our turn-

key solution! 
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